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Abstract— Reaching is a critical task for humanoid robots,
requiring the application of state-of-the-art algorithms for motion
planning and inverse kinematics. Practical algorithms for solving
these subproblems are currently not complete, offering resolution
completeness or probabilistic completeness instead. While this
lesser provision of completeness is acceptable in many cases,
naively combining state-of-the-art approaches in motion planning
and inverse kinematics can lead to a method that provides
no measure of completeness. We present a resolution complete
solution to the reaching problem for humanoid robots in static
environments, and evaluate it against two other methods using a
kinematically simulated humanoid in a virtual environment.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Reaching is a critical task for humanoid robots. There has
been recent progress in inverse kinematics [1], [2] and motionplanning [3], [4], subproblems key to performing the reaching
task. However, these subproblems have been studied in relative
isolation. There has been relatively little work [5], [6], [7]
attempting to address these problems in the context of the
reaching task.
Although both inverse kinematics and motion planning
are active areas of research, current approaches toward both
problems are at best probabilistically complete or resolution
complete. The former measure indicates that as the number of
random samples tends to infinity, a solution will be found if it
exists; similarly, a method is resolution complete if a solution
will be found (again, assuming that there is a solution) as the
number of samples selected deterministically (e.g., by covering
the configuration space in a grid or quasi-random sequence)
tends to infinity. Note the weaker concept of completeness
implied by these definitions; in contrast to a complete method,
probabilistically / resolution complete methods are unable to
determine whether a solution exists.
Probabilistic completeness or resolution completeness is
generally sufficient for solving inverse kinematics and motion
planning problems in isolation. However, the combination of
two incomplete methods in the context of the reaching task
can yield a poor approach. The naive approach to the reaching
task uses inverse kinematics to determine a valid joint-space
goal configuration and motion planning to find a path from
the current joint space configuration to the goal configuration.
Unfortunately, this approach is unable to determine when there
is no path to a given configuration; if the method is unable

to quickly find a solution, should it expend more time trying
to find a valid path or should it try another IK solution? This
difficulty is illustrated by Figure 1.
This paper presents an algorithm for reaching that is resolution complete. We compare this algorithm to two other
methods: one based on a lazy probabilistic roadmap (Lazy
PRM) [8] and another based on Ariadne’s Clew algorithm [7].
II. S TATIC R EACH IN S TATIC E NVIRONMENT
This paper focuses on the Static Reach problem in a Static
Environment (SRSE). SRSE focuses on attempting to reach to
unmoving objects (the first static in SRSE) in environments
that are essentially unchanging (the second static in SRSE).
Though it would be desirable to handle moving objects and
dynamic environments, addressing this ability would add considerable complexity. Indeed, Reif and Sharir proved that motion planning in the presence of moving obstacles is PSPACEcomplete [9].
Given: an initial configuration of the robot qinitial , a
description of the valid configuration space of the robot Cf ree ,
and a goal end-effector configuration xgoal .
Find: a set of joint-space trajectories τ : [0, 1] → Rn such
that τ (0) = qinitial , f (τ (1)) = xgoal (where f : Rn → R6
is the direct kinematics function that transforms joint-space
configurations to operational-space configurations). Also, each
posture described by every point in time of the joint-space
trajectories must be collision-free (i.e., ∀α ∈ [0, 1], τ (α) ∈
Cf ree ).
III. BACKGROUND
A. Sample-based motion planning
The problem of planning a motion amongst static obstacles
is called the Static Mover’s Problem [10] or the General
Motion Planning Problem [11], and has been shown to be
PSPACE-hard by Reif [10].
One well known solution to the general motion planning
problem is Canny’s Roadmap Algorithm [12], which exhibits
running time exponential in the degrees-of-freedom of the
robot and polynomial in the number of polynomials and degree
used to semi-algebraically represent the subset of configuration
space populated by obstacles. Lindemann and LaValle [13]
note that Canny’s algorithm, like most combinatorial motion

planning methods, employs techniques that are very difficult
to implement correctly.
In contrast to correct motion planning algorithms, samplebased methods do not attempt to model the robot and the
obstacles explicitly. Rather, these methods sample the configuration space, attempting to travel from the initial state to
the goal state using collision-free samples (determined either
randomly or deterministically) in the configuration space.
Sample-based algorithms have proven to be successful in
solving motion-planning problems within humanoid robotics
[14], [15].
The seminal sample-based planning method is the probabilistic roadmap (PRM) [16], which generates random,
collision-free samples and attempts to connect them. After
the initial and goal samples are connected, a graph search
algorithm is used to find a path between them. Our work
utilizes one variant of the PRM, the Lazy PRM, which delays
collision checking until a connected path is found, and then
invalidates and augments the roadmap as necessary. This
modification to the original PRM algorithm tends to work
well in relatively uncluttered environments, as samples are not
generated needlessly.
The most effective method for motion planning is currently
the rapidly-exploring dense tree (RDT) [11], also known as the
rapidly-exploring random tree (RRT) [17] when samples are
randomly selected. RDTs exhibit Voronoi bias; as Lindemann
and LaValle note [18], RDTs search incrementally biased
toward those nodes with the largest Voronoi regions. Thus
an RDT is biased to search in the largest unexplored volume
of configuration space. This efficiency stands in stark contrast
to unguided approaches like probabilistic roadmaps (PRMs)
[19] that distribute samples uniformly across the configuration
space.
B. Inverse kinematics
The state-of-the-art in inverse kinematics algorithms for
robots with redundant manipulators is called resolved motion
rate control (RMRC), and is performed using the Jacobian [20]
of a manipulator’s end effector configuration with respect to its
joint space configuration. The simplest method for performing
inverse kinematics using RMRC for redundant manipulators is
called the Jacobian pseudo-inverse method, and is computed
using the pseudo-inverse of the manipulator Jacobian. It is
possible to utilize the nullspace of the inverse kinematics
solutions in order to utilize the redundant degrees-of-freedom.
One possible use of the nullspace is obstacle avoidance:
Sciavicco and Siciliano [21] present a simple method that
avoids a single obstacle and Maciejewski and Klein [22] give
a more involved method that avoids the closest obstacle, albeit
at the expense of fairly significant computation.
The manipulator Jacobian can become rank-deficient in the
presence of parametric singularities or workspace singularities.
We utilize the damped least-squares inverse [23] to mitigate
this problem. The three methods described in Section V use
this numerically robust method, the Jacobian least-squares
pseudoinverse, for inverse kinematics.

C. SRSE in robotics
Ahuactzin and Gupta [7] have previously attempted to approach the SRSE problem for redundant manipulators (though
not robots with branching kinematic structures, like humanoids). However, their research was conducted prior to the
development of the RRT algorithm, and is consequently based
on a less efficient motion planning method (the Ariadne’s Clew
algorithm [24]). Additionally, the authors utilize an iterative
inverse kinematics method that attempts to minimize a cost
function from the current operational-space configuration to
the goal operational-space configuration. Ahuactzin and Gupta
note that this gradient-descent method obviates computing a
manipulator Jacobian; however, its convergence properties are
not understood and it lacks a means to handle manipulator
singularities.
Døring et al. [25] describe an algorithm based on the Fuzzy
Lazy PRM (a modification to the method described in Section
III-A) that utilizes inverse kinematics to reach operationalspace goals with a redundant manipulator. Unfortunately, a
detailed assessment of this method has not be undertaken, and
the algorithm in Døring et al. is not presented sufficiently to
allow for implementation here. We do utilize an idea from
Døring et al. in the development of our RDT-IK algorithm,
that of calling the inverse kinematics subroutine only when
the operational-space configuration of a sample is sufficiently
close to the goal.
Kagami et al. [15] have demonstrated a humanoid robot
grasping a bottle utilizing stereo vision and the RRT algorithm.
This work demonstrated the viability of motion planning algorithms in the domain of physical (rather than only simulated)
humanoid robots. The humanoid used in Kagami et al. work
utilized a “black box” inverse kinematics algorithm and made
no claims on completeness; in contrast, our work provides a
resolution-complete method for reaching on general, redundant
humanoid robots.

Fig. 1. Pathological case of difficulty finding a valid plan due to numerous
valid IK solutions. The robot is depicted by the red circle and uses a planar
manipulator. It has four DOF: translation of the base in the plane and two
revolute joints for the manipulator. The goal is to place the tip of the
manipulator on the center of the red dot (making the robot’s manipulator
redundant with respect to the task). This problem is difficult because there
are many collision-free IK solutions, only a few of which can be used to find
a collision-free plan from the robot’s initial configuration.

IV. A PPROACH
Solving SRSE for robots with redundant manipulators is
more challenging than solving the General Motion Planning
problem because SRSE must find a collision-free goal (IK
solution) configuration. Additionally, there may be multiple
IK solutions, perhaps only one of which is reachable from the
initial configuration of the robot.
It is natural to wonder whether multiple solutions might lead
to a tractable solution using a complete method like Canny’s
Roadmap Algorithm. Unfortunately, the computational expense of that algorithm (and others like it) lies not in trying to
find a solution, but in performing a cellular decomposition
of the configuration space. Once such a decomposition is
performed, the cost of planning a motion from one point to
another in the configuration space is cheap, requiring only a
breadth-first or depth-first search of a sparse graph.
Complete methods also exhibit another difficulty with regard to this problem. IK solutions are rarely able to be
represented using semi-algebraic sets (point sets composed of
intersections between primitive shapes). Indeed, the topology
of a space of IK solutions is typically very complex, requiring
the testing of every IK solution as a possible solution to SRSE.
It is currently unclear how to represent IK solutions for most
redundant manipulators analytically, much less test a range of
solutions for collision.
Sample-based methods are currently the most viable approach to solving SRSE. In fact, a sample-based method can
be used to reach an operational-space goal with only a small
modification. When a configuration-space sample q ∈ Cf ree
is generated by this modified method, f (q) is compared to
the operational space goal; if f (q) is sufficiently close, q is
added to a list of goals. The algorithm continually attempts to
connect to the goal configurations in this list. This method is
resolution complete but is impractical, because it is analogous
to attempting to perform inverse kinematics using sampling
alone.
The RDT-IK algorithm was designed to be resolution
complete, generate nodes in configuration space in an efficient
manner, and provide a good balance between exploration
and exploitation. It is a slightly modified version of the
standard RRT algorithm, presented as Algorithm 1. This
simple algorithm has proven empirically to be the fastest of
multiple variants that we have tested, including several based
on multiple trees (i.e., multidirectional search).
Algorithm 2 begins by initializing a single tree from the
initial configuration of the robot (line 1) and initializing the
set of goal states to the empty set (line 2). Next, a loop begins
that is used to generate up to k IK solutions and up to k nodes
in the tree.
Within the loop, a sample is selected from one of the set of
goals (if available, lines 4–5) or drawn from a quasi-random
sequence (e.g., Halton [26]) or random distribution (line 7).
Lines 8–12 expand the tree toward the random sample or goal
state. Line 13 checks whether a solution has been found. Line
15 check whether the new vertex in the tree is sufficiently

Algorithm 1 RRT(qinitial , qgoal , k, υ, α) algorithm for motion planning. k is the maximum number of nodes to create. υ
is the connection frequency (i.e., the frequency of attempting
a connection to the goal state). α : I → Rn is a function
that samples the configuration space of the robot. B : [0, 1] →
0, 1 is a function that samples from a Bernoulli distribution,
simulating tossing a biased coin.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

T.init(qinitial )
for i = 1 . . . k do
if B(υ) = 1 then
x = qgoal
else
x = α(i)
qn ← NEAREST(T, x)
qs ← STOPPING-CONFIGURATION(qn , x)
if qs 6= qn then
T.add-vertex(qs )
T.add-edge(qn , qs )
if qs = qgoal then
return T
return f ailure

close to the operational-space goal; if so, inverse kinematics
using RMRC (line 16) is conducted from this vertex. If inverse
kinematics converges to a collision-free solution, the generated
configuration is added to the list of goals (line 17).

Fig. 2. A depiction of the NEAREST operation. The NEAREST operation
finds the closest node in the span of a tree. The blue node is the sample,
the black nodes are nodes in the tree, and the red node is that returned by
NEAREST. In the figure on the left, the sample is nearest to a node in the
tree. In the figure on the right, the sample is nearest a point on a line segment
defined by two nodes in the tree; in that case, a new node is created (the red
node).

V. E XPERIMENTS
A. Methods
The RDT-IK algorithm was tested against two alternate
approaches: the method of Ahuactzin and Gupta [7] and
a simple method based on the Lazy PRM [8]. These two
methods are described briefly below.
1) The Clew-IK method: The method of Ahuactzin and
Gupta, henceforth referred to as Clew-IK, is a probabilistically
complete method for reaching to an operational-space target.

Fig. 3. A depiction of the STOPPING-CONFIGURATION operation. The
STOPPING-CONFIGURATION operation determines the point between
the sample and the node found by NEAREST closest to the sample while
ensuring that the linear path between the node found by NEAREST and the
aforementioned point is collision-free.

Algorithm 2 RDT-IK(x,G qinitial , k, , υ, α). xG is the
operational-space goal configuration. k is the maximum number of nodes to create.  is the operational-space tolerance
below which a connection is attempted from a state in configuration space. υ is the connection frequency (i.e., the frequency
of attempting a connection to the goal state). α : I → Rn
is a function that samples the configuration space of the
robot. B : [0, 1] → 0, 1 is a function that samples from
a Bernoulli distribution, simulating tossing a biased coin.
SELECT chooses the goal configuration that has had the
fewest number of attempted connections.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

T.init(qinitial )
G←∅
for i = 1 . . . k do
if G 6= ∅ and B(υ) = 1 then
y = SELECT(G)
else
y = α(i)
qn ← NEAREST(T, y)
qs ← STOPPING-CONFIGURATION(qn , y)
if qs 6= qn then
T.add-vertex(qs )
T.add-edge(qn , qs )
if qs = y and y ∈ G then
return success
if kf (qs ) − xG k <  then
qnew ← f −1 (qs , xG )
if qnew 6= f ailure then
G ← G ∪ qnew
return f ailure

It is based on Ariadne’s Clew algorithm [24], and functions
by modifying a known collision-free sample (initially the
starting configuration) in an incremental manner. An iterative
inverse kinematics algorithm is performed from every new
sample generated. The Clew-IK method is implemented as
described in [7] with one exception. The iterative inverse
kinematics method provided by Ahuactzin and Gupta exhibits
poor convergence empirically. We replaced their IK method
with the damped Jacobian pseudo-inverse algorithm described
in Section III-B. Note that the Clew-IK method, unlike the
Lazy PRM and RDT-IK methods, handles manipulators with

Fig. 4.

The kinematically simulated humanoid used in our experiments

serial kinematic structures only; this requirement forced us to
“lock” most of the degrees-of-freedom in our simulated robot
when performing the empirical evaluation.
2) The Lazy PRM + IK method: The Lazy PRM + IK
method is a simple, incomplete method that operates in two
phases. The first phase attempts to find a collision-free inverse
kinematics solution. The second attempts to connect to the IK
solution using motion-planning. The Lazy PRM + IK method
is incomplete due to its phased operation; if the IK solution
generated in the first phase is unreachable by the motion
planner, the method will fail even if a solution exists. The
rationale behind evaluating this method is twofold: the IK
method should steer toward a goal configuration rapidly and
the Lazy PRM algorithm tends to perform well in relatively
sparse environments (such as the ones utilized in the bulk of
the experimental trials).
B. Experimental setup
All three methods were tested on the 51 DOF kinematicallysimulated humanoid (six DOF base, seven DOF arms, five
DOF legs, three DOF head, and 9 DOF back) shown in Figure
4; only a single arm, the base, and the back were employed
in these experiments for a total of 22 DOF. Each method was
given a maximum of one minute to find a solution; we wished
to limit the time in order to gauge the applicability of the
methods toward interactive applications (though one minute is
at the upper limit of interactivity).
Each trial was executed under different conditions; the
number, size, and position of obstacles as well as the initial
humanoid configuration and goal task were variable. The
initial configuration of the humanoid was confirmed to be
collision-free; additionally, it was verified that there existed at
least one collision-free joint-space configuration of the robot

TABLE I
R ESULTS FOR THE THREE ALGORITHMS OVER 1670 TRIALS
Method
RDT-IK
Clew-IK
Lazy PRM+IK

Successes
730 (43.7%)
550 (32.9%)
101 (6.0%)

that could reach the operational-space goal. Note, however,
that there was no guarantee that a viable path exited between
the initial configuration and goal task; it is likely that in many
scenarios, no solution existed.
Figure 5 depicts the humanoid within two environments.
Unfortunately, the accuracy of simulating a human environment with floating obstacles is unknown. However, the number
of obstacles in the experiments is uniformly distributed between zero and twenty-five. By varying the size, location, and
number of obstacles in this manner, we hoped to extensively
test the three methods under a wide range of conditions.
All experiments were run on a 2.2GHz AMD Athlon 64
machine.
C. Experimental results
Table I summarizes the experimental results over 1670 trials.
As previously noted, a method was considered to be successful
over a trial if it found a solution within one minute. The
RDT-IK algorithm clearly performs the best, most likely due
to the efficient sampling of the collision-free configuration
space. Somewhat surprising is the dismal performance of the
Lazy PRM + IK method; analysis indicates that this method
expends the bulk of its effort on generating a collision-free
IK solution, and is therefore allocated little time to perform
motion planning.
The implication is that effective performance on the reaching task for humanoid robots is within a few generations
of microprocessor technology. The most recent advances in
CPU technology are in the area of multi-core design rather
than accelerated clock speed. It is worth considering the
future of the RDT-IK algorithm on anticipated platforms.
The base RRT algorithm is challenging to parallelize; naive
attempts result in inefficient trees. In contrast, it is relatively
simple to make a parallel implementation of RDT-IK. Inverse
kinematics can run in one process, RDT planning in another,
and connection attempts to goals in a third. If more than
three processors or cores are available, multiple IK and goal
connection processes can run concurrently without concern of
interference.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We presented a probabilistically complete algorithm for
reaching on a humanoid robot with degrees-of-freedom redundant to the task. We assume that the object to which we are
reaching is not moving and the environment is unchanging.
Given these constraints, we showed that our algorithm is
capable of reaching to a target in a cluttered environment much
faster than competing methods. Finally, we illustrated that
this algorithm is nearly fast enough for interactive operation,

Fig. 6. A depiction of a run of the RDT-IK algorithm on a contrived problem.
Obstacles are drawn using black rectangles, the inverse kinematics goals are
depicted by the interior of the green circle in the lower right-hand corner, and
the initial state is at the upper left-hand corner. The algorithm finds a path
between the initial state and the set of goal states efficiently: the nodes in the
tree are drawn in red.

and will truly become viable given short-term microprocessor
trends.
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